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Abstract: Silicon photonics has drawn increasing attention in the past few decades and is a promising
key technology for future daily applications due to its various merits including ultra-low cost,
high integration density owing to the high refractive index of silicon, and compatibility with current
semiconductor fabrication process. Optical interconnects is an important issue in silicon photonic
integrated circuits for transmitting light, and fiber-to-chip optical interconnects is vital in application
scenarios such as data centers and optical transmission systems. There are mainly two categories of
fiber-to-chip optical coupling: off-plane coupling and in-plane coupling. Grating couplers work under
the former category, while edge couplers function as in-plane coupling. In this paper, we mainly
focus on edge couplers in silicon photonic integrated circuits. We deliver an introduction to the
research background, operation mechanisms, and design principles of silicon photonic edge couplers.
The state-of-the-art of edge couplers is reviewed according to the different structural configurations
of the device, while identifying the performance, fabrication feasibility, and applications. In addition,
a brief comparison between edge couplers and grating couplers is conducted. Packaging issues
are also discussed, and several prospective techniques for further improvements of edge couplers
are proposed.

Keywords: silicon photonics; optical interconnects; fiber-to-chip coupling; edge couplers;
inverse taper

1. Introduction

As the size of electronic integrated circuits scales down to the physical limit and the demand for
high data rates rises tremendously, photonic integrated circuits (PIC) has gradually taken the stage due
to its inherent high speed and low power consumption. Silicon has the potential to construct compact
devices benefiting from its high refractive index, and silicon-based devices are well compatible with
current mature and standardized complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) platform. Thus,
silicon is a promising material for novel PIC, and silicon photonics has been a hot research topic in
recent years [1–5]. In cases of complex optical transmission systems, optical interconnects between fiber
and the photonic integrated circuits happen frequently in the whole system [6], so efficient fiber-to-chip
coupling is an important factor to pay attention to for system performance [7–10]. To date, the feature
size of silicon waveguide can be as tiny as tens of nanometers while the typical diameter of a single
mode fiber (SMF) is around 125 µm with a core diameter near 10 µm [11]. Figure 1 shows the huge size
mismatch between a fiber core and the Si waveguide, which causes considerable optical transmission
loss when light emitting from the fiber core enters the Si waveguide directly. Fiber-to-chip couplers are
a type of key photonic component to deal with this issue in optical interconnects.
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Figure 1. Schematic of optical interconnects between fiber and photonic chip. 

Fiber-to-chip couplers can be applied in many application scenarios where optical interconnects 
are required. They are passive devices that can transmit and guide light. The operation mechanism 
is mainly the transmission and conversion of mode in the photonic waveguides. Generally, there are 
two main approaches of fiber-to-chip coupling, namely vertical coupling (or off-plane coupling) and 
butt coupling (or edge coupling/in-plane coupling) [12,13], according to the relative position of fiber 
and the photonic chip. For vertical coupling, grating couplers are mostly used, and fiber is placed 
above the device vertically or slightly slanted at a certain degree to ensure high coupling efficiency 
[14–23]. Grating couplers have some major advantages including compact size, wafer-level testing 
capability, and flexible coupling position, while there are also some drawbacks such as a relatively 
low coupling efficiency typically below 3 dB, narrow bandwidth, and high wavelength sensitivity. 
As for the butt coupling regime, under which the fiber is typically placed at the wafer facet and 
aligned with the Si waveguides horizontally, edge couplers are commonly applied [24–32]. Edge 
couplers can achieve rather high coupling efficiency, broad bandwidth, and polarization 
independence, but they also have some limitations including relatively a larger footprint than grating 
couplers, fixed coupling position, and more strict requirements of the coupling facet. 

The main functions and applications of fiber-to-chip couplers in silicon photonic circuits are 
briefly introduced above. In this review paper, we focus on silicon photonic edge couplers, and 
Section 2 will deliver an overview of the operation mechanisms, performance metric parameters, and 
design principles of edge couplers. Section 3 and Section 4 comprehensively describe the structural 
transformations of a basic edge coupler in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. In Section 
3, several types of edge couplers with sophisticated horizontal structures are included such as edge 
couplers based on nonlinear profile tapers, couplers composed of multi-tip tapers, couplers 
consisting of multiple tapers, and couplers with subwavelength gratings structures. Section 4 depicts 
the derivative structures of edge couplers in the vertical direction, including edge couplers assisted 
with multiple upper waveguides, couplers based on cascaded multi-stage tapers, couplers with 
refractive index-matching cladding, couplers made of three-dimensional tapers, and couplers 
composed of cantilever structures. Finally, in Section 5, a brief comparison between edge couplers 
and grating couplers is given. We also discuss some key issues related to the preparation and 
packaging of edge couplers, and prospective technologies that can be utilized to improve the 
coupling performance in future are proposed in Section 5. 

2. Operation Mechanism and Design Principles of Edge Couplers 

2.1. General Operation Mechanism of Edge Couplers 

Fiber-to-chip edge couplers have been widely investigated by researchers for decades, and the 
inverse taper structure plays an indispensable role in edge coupling [33]. Corresponding to the 
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Fiber-to-chip couplers can be applied in many application scenarios where optical interconnects
are required. They are passive devices that can transmit and guide light. The operation mechanism is
mainly the transmission and conversion of mode in the photonic waveguides. Generally, there are two
main approaches of fiber-to-chip coupling, namely vertical coupling (or off-plane coupling) and butt
coupling (or edge coupling/in-plane coupling) [12,13], according to the relative position of fiber and
the photonic chip. For vertical coupling, grating couplers are mostly used, and fiber is placed above
the device vertically or slightly slanted at a certain degree to ensure high coupling efficiency [14–23].
Grating couplers have some major advantages including compact size, wafer-level testing capability,
and flexible coupling position, while there are also some drawbacks such as a relatively low coupling
efficiency typically below 3 dB, narrow bandwidth, and high wavelength sensitivity. As for the butt
coupling regime, under which the fiber is typically placed at the wafer facet and aligned with the Si
waveguides horizontally, edge couplers are commonly applied [24–32]. Edge couplers can achieve
rather high coupling efficiency, broad bandwidth, and polarization independence, but they also have
some limitations including relatively a larger footprint than grating couplers, fixed coupling position,
and more strict requirements of the coupling facet.

The main functions and applications of fiber-to-chip couplers in silicon photonic circuits are briefly
introduced above. In this review paper, we focus on silicon photonic edge couplers, and Section 2
will deliver an overview of the operation mechanisms, performance metric parameters, and design
principles of edge couplers. Sections 3 and 4 comprehensively describe the structural transformations
of a basic edge coupler in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. In Section 3, several types of
edge couplers with sophisticated horizontal structures are included such as edge couplers based on
nonlinear profile tapers, couplers composed of multi-tip tapers, couplers consisting of multiple tapers,
and couplers with subwavelength gratings structures. Section 4 depicts the derivative structures
of edge couplers in the vertical direction, including edge couplers assisted with multiple upper
waveguides, couplers based on cascaded multi-stage tapers, couplers with refractive index-matching
cladding, couplers made of three-dimensional tapers, and couplers composed of cantilever structures.
Finally, in Section 5, a brief comparison between edge couplers and grating couplers is given. We also
discuss some key issues related to the preparation and packaging of edge couplers, and prospective
technologies that can be utilized to improve the coupling performance in future are proposed in
Section 5.
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2. Operation Mechanism and Design Principles of Edge Couplers

2.1. General Operation Mechanism of Edge Couplers

Fiber-to-chip edge couplers have been widely investigated by researchers for decades, and the
inverse taper structure plays an indispensable role in edge coupling [33]. Corresponding to the direction
of light propagation, inverse taper refers to a tapering waveguide with a gradual increase in width along
the mode propagation direction, which means the narrow end of the taper is close to fiber, while the
wide end is connected with photonic waveguides. Modal distribution is determined by both the mode
order and the waveguide structure. For a specific mode, only waveguides with a certain cross-section
area can support the entire mode [34]. The fundamental transverse electric (TE) mode is mostly applied
in optical communication applications to transmit information, and most of the researches on silicon
photonic edge couplers studied the transverse electric mode. The most commonly used size of silicon
photonic waveguide that can support the fundamental TE mode propagation at negligible loss is about
200 nanometers high and about 500 nanometers wide [35]. A waveguide with a too small cross-section
area cannot support an entire fundamental mode, and thus the mode will partially distribute in the
outer region of the waveguide. In contrast, a waveguide with a too large cross-section area will easily
excite undesirable higher-order modes [36–38]. The taper is just appropriate for mode conversion,
since a gradually varying cross-section area supports mode transformation and mode size variation.
On this basis, the narrow end of the inverse taper has a smaller cross-section area than the expected
modal size, so it is unable to confine the incident mode completely, and a considerable percentage of
the electromagnetic field distributes surrounding the taper tip. As the taper width becomes larger,
it can support the entire mode and confine the electromagnetic field inside the taper integrally. Overall,
an edge coupler based on an inverse taper whose narrow tip is aligned to the fiber core can convert a
large mode incident from the optical fiber to the compressed guided mode in photonic waveguides.

2.2. Performance Metric Parameters and Design Principles of Edge Couplers

When evaluating the performance of an edge coupler, there are some general metric parameters
including coupling efficiency (or coupling loss), device footprint, operating bandwidth, fabrication
deviation tolerance, and misalignment tolerance [39]. Coupling efficiency is the most critical and
fundamental parameter for an edge coupler, indicating the ratio of output power over the input power
after light transmission and mode conversion inside the edge coupler. To achieve a high coupling
efficiency is the main goal in designing optical couplers. The device footprint is another important
parameter to define the advantage of an edge coupler considering the integration density, fabrication
feasibility, and packing difficulty. Photonic devices with a compact size are desired for improving
the integration density and reducing the cost. Since edge couplers generally consist of tapers that
are longitudinal shaped, the main idea of achieving a compact edge coupler is to decrease the device
length. When it comes to wavelength characteristics, an edge coupler has the inherent advantage of
broad operating bandwidth, since it works based on the propagation property of light rather than
the diffraction effect of light in grating couplers. The broad operating bandwidth implies that the
edge coupler can work efficiently and stably in a wide wavelength range, insensitive to wavelength
fluctuation. In addition, due to the structural symmetry and simplicity, edge couplers based on a single
taper are easy and straightforward to fabricate and have good fabrication deviation tolerance and
misalignment tolerance.

Other figures of merits such as dependence on polarization status and adiabaticity are also taken
into consideration for edge couplers in some application scenarios. As for polarization dependence, the
very first step is to know about the idea of the transverse electric mode and transverse magnetic (TM)
mode [40]. Light propagates in the waveguide along the X direction as illustrated in Figure 2a, while
the polarization of the electric field (E) and magnetic field (M) is in the YZ plane perpendicular to the
propagation X axis, since light is a transverse wave. If we define the waveguide width to be along the Y
axis and its height along the Z axis, the TE mode means that the electric field oscillates along the Y axis,
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while the TM mode implies that the magnetic field oscillates along the Z axis. As mentioned previously,
a Si photonic waveguide typically functions for TE mode applications and it has a larger width than
its height to maintain consistency with E field distribution. However, such a flat strip structure does
not match with the polarization status of the magnetic component well. Thus, the performance of
typical edge couplers is slightly different for TE and TM modes. Edge couplers with low polarization
dependence can work under a polarization–multiplexing regime, which helps increase the link capacity
and data transmission rate. To improve the polarization independence of edge couplers, one possible
solution may be to increase the Si waveguide height [41–45]. There are also other approaches to reduce
the sensitivity to polarization status, including engineering an effective index for different modes
with subwavelength gratings, which will be introduced later in Section 3.4. Moreover, adiabaticity
usually implies no conversion or excitation to higher order modes during propagation [46–50]; thus,
adiabaticity can prevent excess mode conversion loss and guarantee high coupling efficiency for a
specific mode. It is feasible to obtain an adiabatic taper with gradual profile variation and on this basis,
adiabatic tapers usually have higher fabrication tolerance. Nonetheless, a gradual variation in profile
often means a large tapering length, which is not preferred for compact devices, so there is a trade-off

between adiabaticity and device footprint when designing an adiabatic edge coupler. In summary, it is
intuitive to exploit some basic design principles toward high coupling performance according to the
operation mechanism and structure of edge couplers.
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Figure 2. (a) Propagation of transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) mode; (b) layer
composition of Si photonic circuits in a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform.

Silicon photonic integrated circuits are compatible with CMOS fabrication process. As depicted
in Figure 2b, typical silicon photonic waveguides are fabricated on the standard silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) wafers where silicon waveguides lie on the buried silicon dioxide (BOX) layer with a thickness
of two to three microns and are coated with a silicon dioxide (SiO2) top cladding. Underneath the
BOX layer is a silicon substrate with a thickness over 700 microns [40]. As for the commonly used
commercial optical fiber that has been revealed in Figure 1, it is composed of two parts, namely a fiber
core and the cladding. Light transmits through the optical fiber following the total internal reflection
(TIR) principle, and the fiber core has a slightly higher refractive index than that of the outer cladding.
The key factor to achieve high coupling efficiency is to reduce the modal mismatch between the fiber
core and the Si photonic edge coupler facet regarding aspects of both the modal size and the mode
effective index. The basic structure of an edge coupler based on a standard single inverse taper can
convert the mode within a rather large length of several hundred microns, which is not compact
and efficient enough for most applications. Hence, it is necessary to transform the structure of an
elementary edge coupler in horizontal or vertical dimensions to achieve better coupling performance.
In following two sections, different types of horizontally and vertically transformed edge couplers are
presented from aspects of their configurations, operation mechanisms, fabrication feasibility, as well
as characteristics and limitations. To have a consistent coordinate system definition in this review
paper, structural transformations in the horizontal direction and vertical direction refer to structure
modifications in the XY plane and YZ plane, respectively.
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3. Structural Transformations of Edge Couplers in Horizontal Direction

3.1. Edge Couplers Based on Inverse Taper with Nonlinear Profile

An edge coupler based on one standard single inverse taper is the most basic and straightforward
formation for all various types of edge couplers. When the thickness of the Si waveguide is constant
while the width decreases gradually toward the fiber, the Si strip waveguide becomes a taper.
Light cannot be confined properly within the narrow taper end. Thus, the mode is distributed in a
larger area around the taper, which contributes to an enlarged modal size. As light emitting from the
fiber is coupled into the Si taper and continues to travel along the widening taper, the mode tends to
be better confined by the larger cross-section and can propagate with ultra-low loss into successive
devices. As presented in Figure 3a, the linear profile is the most common form considering the contour
of the inverse taper, but it may be not the most appropriate form to achieve the best performance.
The main advantage of a linear-taper coupler is its simple structure and ease of fabrication, while this
structural simplicity also leads to an extremely large size and limited coupling efficiency, especially
for optical coupling to fibers with a large spot size. Research studies on different profiles of tapers
have been conducted to realize better performance compared with linear-shape tapers in the aspects
of smaller footprint, lower propagation loss, and broader bandwidth. Common transformations of
linear tapers include multi-sectional tapers [49,51,52], parabolic tapers or quadratic tapers [53], and
exponential tapers [54], as shown in Figure 3b–d separately. The mode propagation loss is dependent
on multiple factors including taper length, taper tip width, and the slope of the contour profile.
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tapers (top view).

Generally, the mode spot size becomes smaller as the taper length increases when the widths at
each facet are fixed, as shown in Figure 4a. This is attributed to the stronger mode confinement along
with the larger cross-section of the inverse taper when light propagates. The modal distribution can be
characterized by the spot size and narrow taper tip, while inadequate mode confinement contributes
to a large spot size, since a major percentage of power is distributed in the surrounding lower cladding
and upper cladding. When the inverse taper length increases and the cross-section is large enough to
support the entire mode, most of the power is confined inside the silicon waveguide, and the spot
size decreases. From Figure 4b, we can find that when the taper length is long enough over 200 µm,
the coupling efficiency tends to slowly decrease at a constant rate, and length is not the critical factor
that influences the performance of the taper. In this circumstance, tapers with different profiles have
almost the same coupling efficiency, and a linear-shape inverse taper will be the best choice with the
easiest fabrication. Otherwise, parabolic tapers and exponential tapers with proper design can achieve
a lower coupling loss and better misalignment tolerance within a smaller length [49,54]. In addition,
the mode can propagate adiabatically without excitation of higher-order modes when the slope of a
taper profile is gentle enough.

In the case of multi-sectional tapers [51], the enveloping contour is divided into multiple discrete
steps. Scattering loss decreases as the step size is reduced, and a multi-sectional contour line with a
small enough step size can be regarded as equivalent to a continuous straight contour line. Based on
the inspiration of a multi-sectional taper, it has the potential to divide the contour line into multiple
sections and optimize the mathematical expression of a taper profile in each section. Such division
brings about a high degree of design freedom to the basic inverse taper, which can contribute to high
performance for an edge coupler based on one single inverse taper. To summarize, edge couplers based
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on inverse tapers with nonlinear profiles are an elementary structural transformation of linear-taper
couplers. It is intuitive to figure out the advantages including their simple structure, easy fabrication
process, practical large-scale tape-out, and potential for commercialization in products. However,
the drawbacks lie in their limited coupling efficiency, dependence on different polarization statuses,
and large footprint against the demand of compact devices and high integration. Edge couplers based
on inverse tapers are quite suitable for situations where edge couplers are only used to transmit light
into the functional photonic circuit and the power transmission efficiency is not strictly demanded.
Other types of edge couplers should be applied when the power demand is emphasized.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 29 
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3.2. Edge Couplers Based on a Multi-Tip Taper

The coupling efficiency of a fiber-to-chip edge coupler can be simplified as the product of two
factors: that is, the modal overlap between the fiber mode and the superimposed mode at edge coupler
facet (η1) and the mode conversion efficiency of the edge coupler (η2). The definition of modal overlap
efficiency η1 can be expressed as

η1 =

∣∣∣∫ E1∗E2 dA
∣∣∣2∫

|E1|
2dA∗

∫
|E2|

2dA
(1)

where A is the modal distribution area, while E1 and E2 stand for the electric fields of the fiber mode
and the superimposed mode at the coupler facet separately [55]. Since the total coupling efficiency
of an edge coupler is determined by both η1 and η2, it is intuitive to improve the overall coupling
efficiency by increasing either η1, η2, or both of them.

The multi-tip taper is widely applied to improve the modal overlap efficiency [56–58], and the
schematic of a multi-tip taper is presented in Figure 5a. A superimposed mode can be formed at the
taper facet of the single taper, which consists of multiple tips, and the modal field diameter (MFD) is
thus increased to better match with the fiber mode regarding the aspect of modal size. The design
parameters of a multi-tip taper include the number of tips, interval distance between adjacent tips,
taper tip width, and taper length, which can be properly designed to achieve high modal overlap in
different situations, and the shape of the multi-tip taper may resemble a fork or a comb. In the case
of fiber-to-chip coupling, the edge coupler facet should be aligned with the fiber core accurately to
ensure fine overlap; thus, coupling efficiency is highly sensitive to alignment condition. Since it is a set
of multiple tips as a whole that interconnects with the fiber, the dependence on misalignment and
fabrication deviation reduces, considering each single tip in a multi-tip taper coupler. A multi-tip taper
with multiple tips can loosen the constraints of alignment and reach larger misalignment tolerance as
well as fabrication deviation tolerance.
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The utilization of multiple tips can introduce a high degree of design freedom to realize the
expected coupling efficiency within a notably small footprint. The total length of a multi-tip taper is
usually below 100 µm [59,60]. As depicted in [60], an edge coupler on the basis of double-tip inverse
tapers is designed, fabricated, and characterized. It reaches a low coupling efficiency of 1.1 dB for the
TE mode and 1.52 dB for the TM mode respectively at 1550 nm within an ultra-compact size of 40 µm.
A narrow slot is formed between two adjacent tapers, and the tip width of the slot is typically the
feature size of the entire structure, at a value of several tens of nanometers. On this basis, a multi-tip
taper is commonly prepared via electron beam lithography (EBL) patterning, which is highly precise
and convenient with a single-step process at the expense of being time-consuming and expensive.
In addition to general applications in fiber-to-chip optical coupling, multi-tip tapers with flexible tip
width and tip numbers can also work under chip-to-chip communication [56] or laser-to-chip optical
interconnect [59].

3.3. Edge Couplers Based on Multiple Tapers

Inspired by the idea of the multi-tip taper, it is natural to propose another kind of edge coupler
based on multiple tapers. The trident edge coupler with three separate tapers is the most common
form among different types of edge couplers consisting of multiple tapers [61–65], and its structure is
presented in Figure 5b. For trident edge couplers, light exiting from the fiber firstly enters the facet
composed by two bilateral taper tips and is split into a superimposed mode due to the high refractive
index contrast between Si and SiO2 when light continues to propagate along the edge coupler. A central
Si taper appears and the mode exists in all the three tapers, and the proportion of mode confined by the
central taper tends to increase as the width of the central taper becomes larger. Finally, when bilateral
tapers end, the mode is totally converted into the central taper and then propagates into successive
integrated circuits. Figure 6 compares the modal distribution at the facet of edge couplers based on
one taper and trident tapers. As mentioned in Section 3.1, an inverse taper is aligned with the fiber at
the narrow end, and the mode distributes in the outer area of the taper, as shown in Figure 6a. In the
trident edge coupler, light emitted from the fiber firstly propagates into the two bilateral tapers and
exists as a superimposed mode, as presented in Figure 6b. Figure 6 clearly shows that when the other
parameters are kept the same, an edge coupler based on multiple tapers has a larger modal area at the
facet than that composed of one single taper. An enlarged modal distribution area can contribute to a
higher modal overlap and reduce the modal size mismatch between the fiber and the chip facet.

An edge coupler composed of multiple tapers has a simple structure, high feasibility, and is compatible
with traditional lithography and etch processes. Similar to edge couplers with one multi-tip taper,
multiple tapers are also more tolerant to misalignment between an optical fiber and the edge coupler
than a single inverse taper. Despite the advantages of low modal mismatch and a simple fabrication
process, alignment between tapers within the edge coupler needs sophisticated design to prevent
excess loss. Take a trident edge coupler for instance [64]; it is prepared by a 248 nm deep ultraviolet
(DUV) lithography, and the total length is around 300 µm. It exhibits a coupling loss of 1.4 dB for the
TE mode and 1.5 dB for the TM mode separately, with a loss variation below 0.1 dB over the C-band.
Both polarization independence and wavelength insensitivity are revealed. However, the relative
position between the bilateral tapers and the central taper has strong influences on the coupling
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performance. A slight deviation of 1 µm between the fiber and the trident coupler can introduce 1-dB
excess loss. Researchers have applied different numbers and spatial locations of tapers to engineer the
mode distribution and adjust the effective spot size to reduce modal mismatch. Moreover, there exists
a trade-off between the number of multiple tapers and device performance as more tapers can provide
a larger mode size while introducing higher propagation loss and a more complicated fabrication
process. Despite general usage in fiber-to-chip optical interconnects, edge couplers based on multiple
tapers can also operate as laser-to-chip couplers [63]. This particular application provides an approach
to realize a hybrid integrated light source on photonic chips.
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3.4. Edge Couplers Based on Subwavelength Gratings Structure

The concept of a subwavelength gratings structure (SWG) was proposed as an innovative concept
in silicon photonic waveguide design more than one decade ago by researchers at the National Research
Council of Canada [66] and has been widely adopted [67–70] due to its extraordinary characteristics
in silicon photonic devices. The structure of a subwavelength grating is demonstrated in Figure 7a,
where Λ stands for the grating pitch and B is the length of Si blocks. Subwavelength gratings refer to
those gratings satisfying the relationship of pitch Λ and wavelength λ described as

Λ <
λ

2 ∗Neff
(2)

where Neff is the effective refractive index of mode propagating inside the waveguide [71]. As shown
in Figure 7b, when the grating pitch is much larger than the wavelength, light is blocked by the
Si blocks, and radiation happens at the facet, which prevents further light propagation along the
grating. Only a certain component of light that satisfies the Bragg condition can go through the grating
structure, which acts as a conventional diffraction grating. In circumstances where the wavelength and
grating pitch are comparable in length, reflection occurs. As for gratings with small pitches under the
subwavelength regime, light can directly propagate through the grating, as it behaves in a general
continuous Si waveguide.

Figure 8a shows a taper based on a subwavelength gratings structure, and it can be divided
into three parts as notated in the figure: namely, a tapered gratings region, buffer region, and solid
waveguide. In the region of tapered gratings that is aligned with the fiber, there is a high degree of
design freedom to optimize the taper performance. Referring back to Equation (1), modal overlap η1 is
mainly dependent on the tip width and mode effective index at the front part of the tapered gratings,
while the effective index is determined comprehensively by the tip width, pitch, and duty cycle of the
grating. In other words, it is feasible to properly design geometry parameters in the tapered gratings
region to engineer the effective index to match with the fiber mode maximally. Light can propagate
through this pure subwavelength gratings region continuously, as depicted in the top subgraph of
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Figure 8b. It is followed by the buffer region, where the structure is a hybrid with both subwavelength
gratings and the solid taper. With the aid of the Si solid taper, an effective index in the buffer region can
gradually increase along the propagation direction due to the increasing proportion of the solid taper,
and the mode confinement in the Si taper becomes gradually stronger. This subtle transformation of the
structure effective index enables the mode to propagate at an ultra-low conversion loss and prohibits
modal transition to higher-order modes, which consequently contributes to the high mode conversion
efficiency η2 and good adiabaticity. In contrast, a sharp change in the effective index without the buffer
region can lead to significant reflection and scattering loss at the interface of the tapered gratings and
the solid waveguide. Finally, there is a solid straight waveguide for the SWG taper connecting with the
following circuits.
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The above research works merely use one SWG-structured taper to function as an edge coupler [66–70].
However, it is intuitive to put forward a combination of subwavelength gratings structures with multi-tip
tapers [72] and multiple tapers [73]. The structures of the multi-tip edge coupler and multi-taper
coupler based on subwavelength gratings are shown in Figure 9a,b respectively. Introducing the
subwavelength gratings structure can reach a lower effective modal refractive index than the Si
waveguide at the coupler facet and achieve higher modal overlap with low-index fiber. Multiple
variables in the SWG structure provide a high degree of design freedom; hence, it is possible to obtain
excellent coupling performance including high coupling efficiency, compact size, low sensitivity to
polarization status, and broad bandwidth. Take the fork-shape coupler and trident coupler shown
below in Figure 9 [72,73] as an example; they both achieve an ultra-small footprint with a length
of 36.5 µm and 35 µm respectively, which are much more compact than traditional edge couplers
based on a single solid taper with a length around 300 µm or even longer. This remarkable merit
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of ultra-compact size makes SWG-assisted couplers suitable for application scenarios where dense
integration is highly demanded. The presented SWG fork-shape coupler in Figure 9a achieves a low
coupling loss of about 1 dB and an ultra-broad 0.5-dB bandwidth over 100 nm near the 1550 nm
wavelength. Furthermore, it can be fabricated via one-step EBL, which is simple for fabrication. In fact,
the fabrication process of a SWG structured edge coupler can be regarded as a synthetic procedure of
conventional gratings and inverse tapers, which is feasible and compatible with the CMOS process.
Additionally, the performance of an edge coupler based on subwavelength gratings can be further
optimized if varied pitches and duty cycles are taken into consideration.
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4. Structural Transformations of Edge Couplers in Vertical Direction

4.1. Edge Couplers Assisted with Multiple Upper Waveguides

Typical silicon photonic integrated circuits are based on the SOI platform, which is composed of
a thick silicon substrate, buried silicon dioxide for isolation, a photonic circuits layer, and top silica
cladding for protection from bottom to top. It has the potential to make some changes in the vertical
dimension within the buried silicon dioxide and the top cladding to improve the device performance.
As for the vertical structural transformation of fiber-to-chip edge couplers, the main aim is to enlarge
the effective modal area in the vertical direction to achieve a high modal match between the fiber
core and the coupler facet. Figure 10 shows an approach to obtain a large effective modal area where
multiple waveguides are placed above the Si inverse taper [74,75]. Upper assisting waveguides are
usually made of materials with a lower refractive index than silicon such as silicon nitride (SiN) and
silicon oxynitride (SiON), which are also well compatible with the typical silicon photonic platform
and CMOS fabrication process. Figure 10 demonstrates one type of pattern under which assisting
multiple waveguides are introduced [76]. In principle, assisting waveguides should be placed above
the appearance of an inverse taper so that the propagating mode distributed outside the narrow taper
can be transmitted and confined upwards. Due to the existence of upper assisting waveguides with
higher refractive indexes than the surrounding silicon dioxide cladding, light tends to be confined
into the multiple assisting waveguides. Therefore, the lower Si inverse taper together with the upper
assisting waveguides support a superimposed mode, and the modal area becomes enlarged and is
comparable to that of the fiber core, which helps efficiently couple the light emitting from the fiber.

Technically, it is possible to manipulate the ultimate modal distribution by changing the quantity,
material refractive index, and orientation of the assisting waveguides, and Voigt et al. have discussed
the performance of assisting waveguides with different patterns [76]. Taking fabrication issues into
consideration, it is feasible to fabricate the multiple SiN or SiON waveguides since they are well
compatible with the silicon photonic fabrication process. Nevertheless, alignment should be taken
care of to reach the expected performance, and alignment marks need to be carefully designed during
the deposition of each layer. Generally, there are several situations under which alignment issues
should be considered. Firstly, upper assisting waveguides are required to align with the Si inverse
taper laterally to ensure proper modal distribution and conversion. Next, as assisting waveguides are
located at various heights (or different layers), interlayer alignment should be achieved to obtain the
required waveguide pattern. Lastly, a superimposed mode is formed within the Si inverse tape; thus,
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the assisting waveguides should also be deposited and aligned longitudinally above the taper part to
promote upward modal transition.
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Specifically, a novel spot size converter assisted with multiple upper SiON waveguides for coupling
with standard SMF is demonstrated in [75]. Simulations are comprehensively run including detailed
discussion about fiber alignment tolerance, robustness to fabrication tolerances, and compatibility
with standard microfabrication processes. This spot size converter can achieve a nominal low loss of
0.4 dB with a total length of 450 µm. A 1-dB excess alignment tolerance with SMF is larger than 2 µm
while a 3-dB excess alignment tolerance is nearly 4 µm. This novel design reduces the complexity of
alignment and fixation of a SMF to photonics chips, but it is quite challenging for fabrication feasibility
and further practical applications.

4.2. Edge Couplers Based on Cascaded Multi-Stage Tapers

The last section shows the structural transformation of edge couplers in the vertical direction
via assisting waveguides grown above the silicon inverse taper with an isolation layer of SiO2.
Accordingly, it is also feasible to achieve a vertical transition of the propagating mode via cascaded
tapers, as presented in Figure 11. An edge coupler based on multi-stage tapers consists of multiple
unidirectional tapers in different layers with their wide end near the fiber and narrow end close to
successive photonic waveguides. At the wide end where tapers in different layers merge, the edge
coupler has a large cross-section area which is comparable with the fiber core, and light can couple into
the coupler facet at a relatively low discrepancy. In the region of multi-stage tapers, the taper at the top
layer has the shortest length, while the one at the bottom layer has the longest length. When light
propagates in the cascaded multi-stage tapers and arrives at the first taper tip where the top-layer
taper ends, light cannot be confined well in the top layer due to a too small cross-section area, and
it inclines to transmit into the successive layer below, which has a higher refractive index than the
surrounding SiO2 cladding. Likewise, light propagates in the second layer taper for a certain distance
and then continues to transmit downwards when it propagates to the second taper tip until it reaches
the bottom layer.

Considering the material of each layer, it can be silicon, silicon oxide, silicon nitride, or other kinds
of polymers that have proper refractive index and compatibility. Edge couplers based on cascaded
multi-stage tapers can be divided into two main types according to the mechanism following, in which
the bottom layer connects with the silicon waveguides. Under the first type illustrated in Figure 11a,
the silicon taper acts as the bottom layer, and it is cascaded with upper layers in the same direction
with the wide end near the fiber and narrow end connected with photonic circuits [77–79]. In each
layer, light firstly exists as a fully supporting mode, and as it propagates to the narrow taper end, the
mode is transited into the lower layer, which is longer in size. After all, the mode can be transmitted
into the bottom Si device layer; then, it propagates within the following photonic circuits. As for the
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second type shown in Figure 11b, an inverse silicon taper is buried in the bottom stage to enable mode
conversion [80–82]. The structure and mechanism of the upper stages are the same in both regimes;
however, in the type of cascaded multi-stage tapers above an inverse taper, the bottom stage is different
regarding its cuboid shape, which acts as an equivalent cladding in fact. One key design principle is
that the bottom stage should have a lower refractive index than silicon, so that the mode can convert
into the buried silicon inverse taper and then the silicon photonic waveguides.
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Figure 12 presents the modal distribution in a cascaded multi-stage mode converter under the
regime where an inverse silicon taper is buried in the bottom stage [82]. There are three SiO2 stages
in this configuration, and the yellow taper-shape envelope stands for the first stage, while the blue
taper-shape envelope stands for the last stage. In the right part of Figure 12, it shows that the optical
field is transmitted downwards between each layer. This fiber-to-waveguide mode converter exhibits
a low loss of 1.5 dB and a broad 1-dB bandwidth that is more than 100 nm within a total length of
about 200 µm. Assisted with the multi-stage upper waveguides, this coupler can couple directly with
the SMF near the 1550 nm operation wavelength. Multiple (more than five) lithography and etch
processes are adopted to form the Si and SiO2 tapers, and chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is
applied before the deposition of each stage. Alignment tolerance with a fiber is also measured in this
design, with 2.5 µm and 2 µm for 1-dB excess in horizontal and vertical directions, separately.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 29 
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The quantity of stages in the cascaded multi-stage edge coupler is unconstrained, but it should
be proper, since too many layers will increase the fabrication complexity with excessive steps of
deposition and lithography, while too few layers may lead to insufficient mode conversion into the
critical silicon layer. Generally, three to five layers are most commonly used for cascaded multi-stage
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edge couplers. The complexity of the fabrication process is determined by how many stages are
utilized, since lithography, etch, and polishing are required to prepare the taper structure in each
layer. In addition, the sidewall roughness of the taper in each layer can also lead to excess loss to
coupling efficiency [83–87]. Interlayer taper tip alignment should be considered, and thick cladding
needs to grow upon the traditional SOI structure to reduce the mode size mismatch with the fiber
core. To summarize, the fabrication of a multi-stage edge coupler is compatible with the typical
CMOS process, and the main processes include optical lithography, etching, deposition, and polishing.
However, the fabrication can be very complicated and time-consuming due to the existence of multiple
stages, which constrains the practicality and feasibility of wide application. In research scenarios
where a single mode fiber is used, this kind of configuration is quite suitable because of its large spot
size, low modal mismatch, and high alignment tolerance. However, its path toward commercialization
is blocked.

4.3. Edge Couplers with Index-Matching Cladding

Apart from edge couplers based on cascaded multi-stage tapers, there are also some research works
about edge couplers with a Si inverse taper buried in index-matching claddings [88–95]. The typical
structure of an edge coupler assisted with index-matching cladding is presented in Figure 13, and we
can observe that unlike the Si layer underneath the SiO2 cladding, other kinds of materials including
SiN, SiON, and polymers are utilized to engineer the refractive index between the value of the fiber
core and silicon waveguides. In some cases, there may be an additional intermediate layer between
the silicon waveguides and the top index-matching cladding. Lee et al. applied the combination of
two types of polymers—that is, WIR30-490 with a higher index as the top cladding and ZPU450 with
a lower index as the secondary waveguide connected with a silicon taper [88]. Pu et al. decreased
the thickness of the SiO2 cladding and designed a thick polymer waveguide as its top cladding [89].
Bakir et al. had an adjustment on the basis of typical silicon dioxide and substituted it with silicon-rich
oxide with a higher refractive index of around 1.6 [90]. Raghunathan et al. applied initiated chemical
vapor deposition to form the polymer cladding on top of the amorphous silicon core [91]. Ku et al.
designed a structure composed of both the SU-8 three-dimensional taper and the silicon oxynitride
intermediate. SiON was deposited surrounding silicon waveguide and could transmit light gradually
from the SU-8 3D taper to the bottom silicon layer [92]. Jia et al. used an intermedium layer made
of SiON that surrounded the Si core and was surrounded by a SiO2 top cladding. In this structure,
the SiON intermediate layer can be regarded as a secondary core encircling the Si waveguide [93].
Takei et al. had a similar design with Jia’s work in [93] with SiON as the transition material as well as
the secondary core in the coupler [94]. Maegami et al. designed a SiO2 spacer to isolate the Si taper
and SiON layer, and the Si taper is knife-shaped with slanted sidewalls [95].
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In [89], due to the narrow tip width of the Si inverse taper (approximately 40 nm), EBL is applied
to form the Si taper on the SOI wafer, and thermal oxidation is applied to grow a thin layer with
30 nm thickness of SiO2 on the Si taper. A top cladding of SU8 polymer is spin-coated on the thin
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SiO2 layer and then patterned with EBL. The thickness composition of the Si, SiO2, and SU-8 layer is
delicately optimized to make the effective index in the mode converter close to that of the coupling
fiber. The extraordinary coupling performance of the TM mode is achieved at an ultra-low loss about
0.36 dB within a 300 µm-long footprint. An additional 3-dB loss for 1.5 µm misalignment in both the
vertical and horizontal directions is measured. It is straightforward to increase the modal overlap
between the fiber core and the photonic circuits regarding aspects of both size and effective index with
the aid of the refractive index matching a cladding of proper thickness. The fabrication process of the
index matching layer is simpler than that of the edge couplers with multiple assisting waveguides and
multi-stage tapers mentioned in previous sections. One prerequisite is to determine appropriate kinds
of index matching material or to synthesize a specific type of material according to the requirements of
the refractive index value. Theoretically, the refractive index of the matching cladding should be close
to that of the fiber core to decrease the index mismatch. The selection of optical lithography or electron
beam lithography depends on the feature size in the entire configuration, which is commonly the taper
tip width. Taking the utilization of only one single taper and its narrow tip width into consideration,
the spot size is usually much smaller (approximately 3 µm) than that of the standard SMF. Thus, edge
couplers with index-matching cladding are particularly feasible for coupling with lensed fibers or
high-numerical-aperture (HNA) fibers whose spot size is also compressed.

4.4. Edge Couplers Based on Three-Dimensional Taper

Typical tapers only have tapering profiles in the longitudinal and lateral dimension, while the
thickness of the taper stays constant. However, it is possible to transmit light from the fiber through a
three-dimensional taper (3D taper) that can gradually converge. As shown in Figure 14a, a 3D taper is
aligned to fiber with its wide end, which is comparable with the fiber core in the aspect of structure
size. Then, it begins to taper in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions to connect with the silicon
waveguide. Generally, three-dimensional tapers can be divided into two main types: one is purely
silicon-based 3D tapers, and the other is 3D tapers assisted with other kinds of intermedium materials.
As for the purely silicon-based 3D tapers [96–99], there are also two different approaches to adjust
the three-dimensional profile. In some previous works [96,99], the wide end of the taper becomes
narrower in both the vertical and lateral directions until it forms a narrow end with the same thickness
and width as the silicon waveguide as presented in Figure 14b. In some other works [97,98], the 3D
taper firstly begins to reduce in thickness while the width remains unchanged. Then, the 3D taper
transits into a thin silicon slab with the same thickness as the silicon waveguide, and then the lateral
slab gradually tapers similar to a traditional two-dimensional taper, which connects with the silicon
waveguide afterwards, as shown in Figure 14c.
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There are also some 3D tapers assisted with other materials to match with the fiber core considering
both the size and the effective index as Figure 14d depicts. Amorphous silicon [100,101], SU-8 [92,102],
SiON [92], and other kinds of index-matching materials are applied in such situations. These materials
are compatible with silicon photonic platform and have a moderate refractive index between silicon
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dioxide and silicon, which can help improve the modal match between the fiber and the waveguide.
Figure 15a demonstrates a type of knife-edge 3D taper coupler following the regime depicted in
Figure 14b. Compared with conventional inverse taper in Figure 15b, its taper tip is specially designed
with a low aspect ratio. The i-line stepper is used for patterning and the silicon taper is prepared
with inductive-coupler-plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) to form the slanted sidewall. Then,
dry-etching is performed in CF4 atmosphere. A secondary core made of benzocyclobutene is introduced
to engineer the refractive index as well as to protect the functional Si waveguide from the exposure of
CF4 during etching. The narrow knife-edge shape tip is aligned with the fiber in practical measurement.
As for the TE mode conversion presented in Figure 15c, it is clear that the confinement of mode is
increasingly stronger when light propagates inside the taper. The TE mode conversion loss is 0.35 dB
for this configuration, and the device size is 180 µm. The bandwidth feature and fabrication tolerance
are not given out in this research work.
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Figure 15. Schematics of (a) knife-edge taper; (b) conventional inverse taper; and (c) mode distribution
inside the knife-edge taper for the TE mode at 1550 nm. Reproduced with permission from [99],
Copyright AIP Publishing, 2013.

Although it is easy to think of connecting a large fiber core with a 3D taper, three-dimensional
tapers are not easy, considering the fabrication process. Among the research works mentioned
above, various fabrication techniques are utilized to make a 3D taper, including gray-tone optical
lithography [96], KOH wet etching for slanted surfaces [97], shadow mask [100], annealing in hydrogen
ambient [101], etc. These fabrication processes are difficult to operate and control to some extent, and
thus, they limit the adaptability and practicality of the three-dimensional tapers. In other words, the
design of ideal 3D tapers is indeed a matter of fabrication techniques. It is necessary to control the
reaction speed and reactant dose accurately and precisely to reach the desired vertical taper slope and
to avoid the thick wedge from collapsing. The challenges and difficulties in fabrication underlie the
reduced feasibility and ability to integrate 3D taper edge couplers.

4.5. Edge Couplers Based on Cantilever Structure

Several forms of vertical transformation of edge couplers have been depicted in previous sections
including couplers assisted with multiple waveguides, couplers based on cascaded multi-stage tapers,
couplers with index-matching cladding, and couplers based on three-dimensional tapers. Basically,
these edge couplers have additionally designed structures upon the Si inverse taper. Typical SOI
wafers use thick silicon as the substrate and grow a layer of silicon dioxide with a thickness of several
microns as the buried oxide layer to isolate the device layer with the substrate. Intuitively, it is also
applicable to design specific structures below the Si inverse taper. Cantilevers structures are commonly
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used in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), and they also play important roles in edge coupler
design [103–107]. The schematic of such a structure is demonstrated in Figure 16. Based on initial single
Si inverse taper, the BOX layer and the substrate underneath the BOX layer are partly undercut to a
certain thickness, and a suspended beam of Si taper cladded with SiO2 is exposed. Several supporting
beams are set to sustain the suspended arm to enable structure stability. A fiber is placed in the etched
slot and aligned with the cleaved facet of the cantilever arm.
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Detailed process flow can be found in [103]. The converter is composed of suspended SiO2

waveguide and overlapped Si taper. This novel design reaches approximately 2.0 dB coupling loss
with a 5 µm-MFD lensed fiber in the wide wavelength range from 1520 to 1600 nm. The 1-dB excess
loss for alignment tolerance is about 1.7 µm. The device has a rather large footprint with 550 µm length.
Overall, this cantilever edge coupler achieves fair coupling performance at the expense of too long size.
More importantly, the complexity and difficulty of the fabrication process make this configuration
less competitive when compared with other couplers that can achieve comparable performance under
much easier fabrication. Nonetheless, the cantilever structure is a novel and clever design, actually.
From one aspect, the undercut slot that remains after etching can further isolate the functional structure
away from the Si substrate, which has a high refractive index, and mode leakage into the Si substrate
can be significantly reduced. In some cases, refractive index-matching oil is filled in the slot below
the suspended arm to further decrease the index mismatch between the fiber and the coupler [31].
From the other aspect, the remained cantilever arm has a similar formation with fiber [104]; namely,
the suspended arm itself acts as an equivalent core, and the encircled intermediate in the etched slot
acts as an equivalent cladding. This similarity in structure composition helps efficient coupling.

The main obstacle to design a cantilever edge coupler is the complicated fabrication processes,
since it is quite challenging to fabricate the cantilever structure. Multiple steps of lithography and
etch are required to obtain the cantilever arm and deep trenches sequentially. In addition, pattern
masks should be precisely designed and adjusted to control the dimension of the cantilever arm.
These constraints make it hard for cantilever edge couplers involved in mass production. However,
the delicate structure of cantilever edge couplers can help exploit higher device performance in research
scenarios. It also has the potential to integrate cantilever edge couplers with the aforementioned
MEMS, which may inspire novel photonic devices and integrated systems. In summary, it is intuitive
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to find that for edge coupler configurations with vertical transformations, the fabrication process is
commonly more complicated and infeasible than those configurations with horizontal transformations.
Monolithically fabrication processes are more compatible with planar photonic integrated circuits.
In addition, excess manufacture of either the Si substrate or the cladding of the standard SOI wafer
will bring about high cost and inferior integrability.

5. Discussions and Perspectives

5.1. An Overall Overview of Edge Coupler Performance

The different types of structural transformations of fiber-to-chip edge couplers mentioned in
previous sections have been reorganized in Table 1 for convenience of reference and comparison. Table 1
reveals that edge couplers can realize very high coupling efficiency up to 90%, and the device footprint
is usually of several hundred microns. Edge couplers generally perform stably in a broad operation
wavelength bandwidth, and relatively low polarization dependence for TE and TM modes is shown.

Table 1. Overview of edge couplers with different structures. SMF: single mode fiber, SWG: subwavelength
gratings structure, PDL: polarization-dependent loss

Edge Coupler Configuration Coupling
Loss (dB) Polarization Size

(µm) Comments

Edge coupler based on inverse taper
with various nonlinear profiles [54]

1 1.37 TE 250

Comparable efficiency with normal taper in
shorter device length, simple and practical

fabrication process, and particularly enhanced
TM mode performance.

2.13 TM 200
2 1.37 TE 170

2.12 TM 140
3 1.39 TE 170

1.87 TM 150

Edge coupler consisting of double-tip
inverse taper [60]

1.10 TE
40

Lower coupling loss and higher misalignment
tolerance than single-tip taper coupler, and

ultra-compact for highly integration.1.52 TM

Trident edge coupler [64] <1.5 TE
300

Lower polarization dependence than normal
taper and feasible via lithography process.

<1.7 TM

SWG edge coupler assisted with SiN
layer [24] 0.75 TE 1500 High coupling efficiency, but complicated

fabrication process and large footprint.

Si taper under multiple SiN rods and
SiON cladding [74]

0.5 TE
~500

High coupling performance to SMF with low
wavelength dependence and PDL, but complex

and difficult for mass production.0.9 TM

Mode converter with cascaded upper
claddings and cantilever [82]

1.5 TE
240

Fabricated at IME with comprehensively good
performance, but infeasible with overlapped

tapers and cantilever structure.2.1 TM

Nano-taper coupler cladded with
polymer waveguide [89]

0.66 TE
300

Single taper and SU-8 polymer applied with
electron-beam lithography, straightforward

design at the expense of high cost.0.36 TM

Knife-edge shape coupler fabricated
using a double-patterning

method [99]

0.35 TE
~180

Excellent performance with i-line stepper
photolithography and angled sidewall
dry-etching, challenging for fabrication.0.21 TM

A cantilevered mode-size
converter [105]

1.0 TE
250

Excess and complex process on SOI wafer
required to prepare the subtle cantilever

structure, low feasibility and integrability.1.5 TM
1. Taper with linear profile, 2. Taper with exponential profile, 3

. Taper with quadratic profile.

Due to the low coupling losses of single-edge couplers, a cut-back method is usually applied
in the testing of edge couplers to measure the coupling efficiency [26,68,108] assisted with multiple
auxiliary sets of ultra-long straight waveguides and bends to acquire accurate experimental results.
In some situations, fiber array can be customized to place at one facet or both facets to ease the
alignment issue. Since edge couplers work for butt coupling, the quality of chip facet is critical in
practical experiments and applications. There are two main factors to take care of in the preparation of
chip facet. Firstly, there should be a proper spacing between the chip facet and the coupler facet to
protect the device structure as well as reduce power evanescence when light propagates within the
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under-confined spacing. Typically, a spacing of several microns to several tens of microns is acceptable,
and refractive index-matching oil can be used for more precise refractive index management. Secondly,
the surface roughness of the chip facet should be as low as possible to prohibit excess light reflection
and scattering. The facet can be prepared via firstly deep reaction ion etching and then laser dicing or
mechanical dicing to obtain a smooth sidewall with low surface roughness even to the order of several
hundred nanometers.

5.2. A Brief Comparison between Edge Couplers and Vertical Couplers

As mentioned previously in the Introduction, under the vertical coupling regime, fiber is placed
above certain coupling structures (mostly diffractive gratings) on the top of planar photonic chip.
A vertical grating coupler changes the off-plane wave-vector direction of light to the in-plane waveguide
direction via grating structures with either periodic or chirped pitches, and it couples the light into
on-chip waveguide via a spot-size converter. The wave-vector conversion can be described by the Bragg
condition, which relates the pitch of grating, structure effective index, and beam incident angle with a
certain wavelength that satisfies the condition [34]. Grating couplers are advantageous considering
their compatibility to wafer-level testing, flexibility for aligning and measurement, and relatively
compact size [109,110]. However, it is also important to figure out some drawbacks of grating couplers.
Firstly, the coupling efficiency is rather low due to the inherent diffraction and scattering that occurs
in the grating structure. The component of light that does not satisfy the phase match condition is
eliminated during propagation inside the grating. Secondly, also owing to the phase match condition,
only light within a particular wavelength range can travel through the grating. This property leads
to the limited narrow bandwidth of grating couplers. Thirdly, the teeth of the grating structure have
high directionality, which is very sensitive to the oscillation direction of the electromagnetic vector.
This presents as the TE or TM polarization status from the macro perspective. Thus, the wave-vector
conversion has the underlying drawback of polarization sensitivity for grating couplers.

High-efficiency grating couplers have been also reported, but they usually include complex
fabrication processes such as a bottom mirror below the grating or silicon overlay layer above the
grating [111–113]. To deal with wavelength sensitivity and polarization sensitivity issues, polarization
splitting grating couplers and dual-wavelength-band grating couplers are proposed [114,115]. In the
meantime, these designs usually bring increased coupling loss. When it comes to edge couplers, despite
the apparent advantages such as high coupling efficiency, broad bandwidth, and low dependence
on polarization, the main limits lie in that edge coupling only allows the alignment of fiber with
the coupler at the chip facet, which is less convenient compared with grating couplers that support
wafer-level testing at different positions on the wafer plane [116–118]. Meanwhile, edge couplers
generally have larger footprints in the longitudinal dimension. In addition, the particular designs of
edge couplers with the aforementioned cascaded multi-stage tapers, 3D tapers, or cantilever structure
need complex and difficult fabrication processes. The performance of typical vertical grating couplers
and edge couplers are summarized and shown in Table 2 for quick comparison.

Table 2. Comparison between edge couplers and grating couplers. DUV: deep ultraviolet, EBL: electron
beam lithography.

Description Coupling
Loss (dB) Bandwidth Polarization Comments

Shallow etched grating
coupler [109] 3.1 Approximately

40 nm @ 1 dB TE Standard 248 nm DUV plus shallow
etch, good coupling efficiency.

Subwavelength grating
coupler [110] 3.7 60 nm @ 1 dB TM 193 nm DUV, good efficiency, wide

bandwidth, sensitive to fabrication.

Grating coupler with silicon
overlay [111] 1.6 80 nm @ 3 dB TE

193 nm DUV plus amorphous
silicon overlay available at Imec

and IME
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Table 2. Cont.

Description Coupling
Loss (dB) Bandwidth Polarization Comments

Polarization-splitting
grating coupler [114] 4.2 / TE and TM EBL plus shallow etch, low PDL,

fair coupling efficiency.

Bi-wavelength grating
coupler [115] 7.1 35 nm @ 3 dB TE and TM 248 nm DUV plus shallow etch,

high loss, dual wavelength bands.

Two-tip slot edge
coupler [56] 1.8 / TE Feasible with EBL, low loss, simple

structure, hard to align.

SWG edge coupler [67] 0.9 >200 nm @
3 dB TE EBL, ultra-low loss, ultra-broad

bandwidth, high feasibility

5.3. Packaging Issue of Optical Couplers

Optical interconnects are necessary for photonic integrated circuits working as a component in
an optical fiber network. For a photonic chip design from proof of concept to commercial prototype,
packaging and assembly is a crucial point and may be one of the most significant bottlenecks on
the way to commercialization [119]. It is essential to provide an interface for packaged photonic
integrated circuits to connect with fibers in the fiber-to-chip coupling regime. Corresponding to the
aforementioned coupling strategies, there are generally two types of fiber-to-chip coupling in packaging,
namely edge coupling and grating coupling. Lateral coupling is appropriate for planar photonic
integrated chips, but it is challenging for lateral edge coupler to provide a desirable alignment [120].
Vertical coupling with grating couplers are mainly adopted since fibers can be placed at multiple
positions on the chip to connect with grating couplers.

The packaging of photonic chips has high demand in the aspects of alignment precision, thermal
management, and the feasibility of integrating active and passive devices together. Coupling efficiency
is the most important figure of merit in packaging and bandwidth, and polarization dependence should
also be taken into consideration. Edge coupling can reach high coupling efficiency, broad bandwidth,
and low sensitivity to polarization. However, the key limit of edge couplers is that it can only support
optical coupling at the chip facet with no flexibility. There are two major drawbacks of packaging with
edge coupling—that is, low misalignment tolerance and complicated fabrication processes. Firstly,
at the 1550-nm wavelength, which is widely used in telecommunications, the typical 1-dB alignment
tolerance of a single mode fiber is about 1.75 µm [39]. Since the modal field diameter of edge couplers
is comparable to this value, a small deviation in the aligning fiber with the edge coupler facet can
bring about a sharp decrease in coupling efficiency. Secondly, the packaging of edge coupling usually
applies optical fiber pigtailing combined with laser welding [121]. The fiber requires cleaving, dicing,
and tapering to lensed fiber in some cases. In addition, the chip facet needs delicate polishing to reduce
the facet surface roughness and improve the coupling efficiency. An anti-reflection coating should be
introduced further after the polishing process sometimes. These disadvantages make edge-coupling
insufficient to be utilized in mass production at low cost.

Grating couplers dominate in fiber-to-chip packaging in most cases. From the industrial point of
view, non-contact probing and the testing of packaged circuits is critical for flexible measurement and
tests at low cost. Grating couplers have much larger mode spot sizes than edge couplers, which is
suitable for coupling with SMF [121]. It is worthwhile to mention that edge coupling can suit for
some particular photonic applications, including scenarios requiring high power transmission such
as nonlinear silicon photonics and situations where broad bandwidth is needed to enable integrated
devices with high optical input/output (I/O) counts and high-frequency characteristics [39]. As for the
developing tendency of packaging with edge coupling, it is feasible to use HNA fibers to improve
the coupling performance and loosen the alignment constraints. V-grooves are also used to passively
place and align the fiber. However, a V-groove may occupy too large an area of the chip, impacting
the integration density and cost. In addition, since the misalignment tolerance of edge couplers
is comparable with the fabrication tolerance of fiber arrays, edge coupling is only applicable for
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single-channel packaging. Thus, it is extremely expensive and time-consuming when multiple fibers
need to be connected; some research groups and companies also aim at developing multi-channel edge
coupling under the benefit of its potential high coupling efficiency [119].

5.4. Future Trends of Silicon Photonic Edge Couplers

5.4.1. Polarization and Mode (de)Multiplexing Technology

It is easy to observe from Table 1 that the TE mode mostly performs better than the TM mode for a
designated edge coupler, and nearly all related research works focus on the propagation and conversion
of fundamental modes. As the high data transmission rate and large link capacity requirements
increase, the tendency is to multiplex different polarization states and mode orders to carry more
information in one particular device. Many studies have been conducted to design devices with low
polarization-dependent-loss (PDL), and there are various approaches to improve the polarization
insensitivity of edge couplers. For example, edge couplers with a square cross-section or based on
multi-tip tapers have a square or enlarged effective cross-section area that can hold both TE and TM
modes [28,122]. Subwavelength gratings structures can be utilized to engineer effective refractive
indexes, and it is feasible to realize the equal modal effective indexes of TE and TM modes with proper
parameters [123]. Polarization (de)multiplexers can also be used in combination with conventional edge
couplers to multiplex different polarization status and reduce polarization dependence [124]. Moreover,
techniques of polarization manipulation and management are summarized in [125,126]. As for
mode multiplexing technology, broadening the taper width can support the existence of high-order
modes [127], and a variety of mode (de)multiplexers have been proposed based on polarization
splitters, directional couplers, and arrayed waveguide gratings [128–132].

5.4.2. Multilayer Silicon Nitride-on-Silicon Photonic Integrated Platform

To improve the integration density of silicon photonic integrated circuits, recent developments
have shown increasing interest in the gradual emergence of multilayer integrated photonic platforms
and multilayer silicon nitride-on-silicon integrated platforms in particular. Silicon nitride is a promising
candidate in silicon photonic platforms due to its many advantages. Firstly, SiN is well compatible
with the fabrication process of silicon photonics, which can be grown via low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition (LPCVD) at high temperature (>700 ◦C) or plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) at low temperature (<400 ◦C) [133]. Secondly, silicon nitride waveguides have a lower
refractive index (around 2.0 at 1550 nm) than that of silicon [134]. The relatively low index contrast with
silica brings less light confinement and thus a larger waveguide dimension, making it less sensitive
to sidewall roughness. Thus, the SiN waveguide has a lower propagation loss in the O-band than Si
waveguide [133]. Although N-H and Si-H bonds absorption exists in the C-band, it can be avoided by
choosing LPCVD instead of PECVD. Thirdly, SiN can support high optical power and is less sensitive
to thermal change compared with Si, which means that it is possible to integrate active devices into a
silicon photonic platform with the aid of SiN [108].

In cases of fiber-to-chip edge couplers, SiN waveguides have two major advantages over Si
waveguides. Firstly, a SiN waveguide has a lower refractive index mismatch with fiber core than
silicon, which can be designed properly to reduce the modal discrepancy with the fiber core and
thus improve the modal overlap for fiber-to-chip coupling [135]. Secondly, the insertion loss can be
reduced when assisted with multiple upper SiN waveguides, as described previously in Section 4.1.
In addition, for vertical coupling, SiN allows a tri-level polarization independent grating coupler [134]
and increases the coupling efficiency when silicon is served as a bottom mirror [136]. There are
several leading research groups focusing on the multilayer silicon nitride-on-silicon platform, including
Poon et al. from the University of Toronto [134,137,138], Lo et al. from the Institute of Microelectronics,
Singapore [139,140], Bowers et al. from the University of California, Santa Barbara [141,142], etc.
Some related research works of SiN couplers are demonstrated in Table 3, with comparison to photonic
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couplers in the SOI platform. Apart from the SiN-on-Si platform, there are also some research works
on multilayer integrated photonic circuits with a combination of crystalline silicon and amorphous
silicon [62,94]. The multilayer integrated photonic platform is a prospective trend for high link capacity
and data transmission.

Table 3. Comparison of coupler performance in multilayer SiN platforms and silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) platforms.

Description Coupling
Loss (dB) Bandwidth Polarization Comments

Shallow etched SOI
grating coupler [109] 3.1 Approximately

40 nm @1 dB TE Feasible one-step shallow etch with lithography,
standard fabrication, and good performance.

Tri-level SiN-on-SOI
grating coupler [134]

5.6 Approximately
45 nm @1 dB TE Leading research with fair loss and low polarization

dependence with featured multi-layer SiN-on-SOI
platform fabrication process.5.5 >100 nm @1 dB TM

SiN grating coupler
without SOI

reflector [136]
1.3 80 nm @ 1 dB TE Novel design, low loss, wide bandwidth, and

simplified fabrication.

Edge coupler based on
SOI inverse taper [54]

1.37 Approximately
100 nm @1 dB

TE Low loss, broadband width, and easy fabrication
practical for mass production.2.13 TM

Edge coupler assisted
with SiN multiple upper

waveguides [74]
0.9 >50 nm @1 dB TE and TM Ultra-low loss, limited bandwidth, and too large

footprint for integration.

5.4.3. Inverse Design Method for Nanophotonics

The use of electronic design automation (EDA) software to assist electronic integration circuit
design is both appropriate and has signaled an advance. Since photonic circuits are often analogized
with electronic circuits, it is natural to come up with the idea of photonics design automation. All the
design techniques mentioned in the previous sections are forward approaches that obey the logic
following which a prototype of an edge coupler is proposed, and then its performance is evaluated
via numerical simulation and experimental measurements. Recently, researchers have begun to use
computer-aid design methods to exploit the performance advancement of edge couplers. Contrary to
traditional forward design, performance metrics are firstly put forward, and then device structures are
obtained by numerical calculation accordingly; thus, this is called inverse design. Jelena et al. from
Stanford University have firstly proposed the concept of the objective-first inverse design method
applied for photonics design in 2007 [143] and after that, increasingly more groups have caught up to
focus on the inverse design method [144–153]. The inverse design procedure acts similar to a black box
in which the input is the desired performance and the output is a certain structure. An arbitrarily initial
structure is chosen, and specific requirements of performance are set such as a given coupling efficiency
for an edge coupler; then, calculation and iteration will start under predefined optimization algorithms.
In each iteration, a temporary intermediate structure is obtained, and the algorithm will determine
whether this structure satisfies the predefined shutoff criterion. If the criterion is met, a final structure
is achieved, and its performance will be evaluated regarding whether it has met the performance
requirements. If the criterion is not satisfied, the design procedure will loop back to reach out a new
intermediate structure, and the iteration goes on. The output performance will be compared with the
predefined criterion at the end of each iteration step, and it will continue to be optimized on the basis
of the existing structure. Consequently, the optimal result can always be achieved as long as enough
iterations are run. The inverse design can closely approach the internal performance limits of silicon
photonic devices.

6. Conclusions

Research works in recent years have witnessed the significance and practicality of silicon photonics
in the field of photonic integrated chips. Optical interconnects in silicon photonic integrated circuits
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is a critical issue to focus on to achieve efficient data transmission. The two mainstream paradigms
of fiber-to-chip optical interconnects, namely vertical coupling and edge coupling, have different
characteristics, while edge coupling is superior in the aspects of higher coupling efficiency, broader
operation bandwidth, and lower dependence on polarization status. This review firstly goes through
the research background and applications of silicon photonic fiber-to-chip couplers. The operation
mechanism and design principles are illustrated, and then the overall performance metrics of edge
couplers are summarized. Furthermore, the structural transformations of edge couplers in the
horizontal and vertical dimensions are classified and described in detail. In addition, we make a brief
comparison between grating couplers and edge couplers and overview the packaging issues in optical
coupling. Lastly, we discuss some of the experimental issues and potential perspectives regarding
edge couplers, including polarization manipulation, the multilayer integrated photonic platform, and
the inverse design method. It is convincing that silicon photonic edge couplers will be increasingly
widely used and contribute to more improvements in the field of silicon photonic integrated circuits.
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